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Review : Types of Mode Transfer

1) . System Call resumes at next instr
g

2) . Interrupts resume
on
intermpied

-> hi events (external interrupt) justr .

-> canpreemptsyscall& exception handlers -
-> I at a time, Kernel sends E01 (endof internept) when done handling

3) . Exceptions
-> caused by current instr

.

-> behaviors differ depend on the type of exception
-> overflow exception story * resumes on next

instr .

internept
-> arith, op sets the overflow flag (OF)

on
overflow -> INTO instr. causes exception when OF flag is set-

-> pagefault resumes on the faulting instr.



Mode Transfer Mechanism

Control Flow
: enter Kernel mode -> switch to a kernel stack -> save process's states

-> execute handler -> restore process's states -> return to usermode

process
usen

stack
- store locatsteras #

0 Kernel
* usedwhen call frame (return addr) Kernel

executing kernelcode handter

Why separate kernel stack ?
user process's stack Kerel stack (allocated from Kernel memory)

-> Security
: user process(threads

have read &mite access to the

user stack

-> what if the user stack
is corrupted ? Kemel won't
beable to service interrupts !

-



Control Flow
: enter Kernel mode -> switch to a kernel stack -> save process's states

-> execute handler -> restore process's states -> return to usermode
canbe found)

What states are saved ? -

Kernel rode

pushing (saving)
States

why save states?
to resume execution

after the syscall/interest/
exception

sometimes by sw, sometimes by Hu

Breit -



Control Flow
: enter Kernel mode -> switch to a kernel stack -> save process's states

-> execute handler -> restore process's states -> return to usermode

Interrupt Vector Table
initialized

by
OS on startup

-> x86 Interrupt Descriptor Table (architecture] allocated as kernelstatic data
-> Table of 256 entries
->

array
index interrupt #

array entry
= handler location

away kemel
entry address handler

↑a ⑧

tellinghiwhere
* IPT is located.

(see nextpagefor kenel
handler examples)



generic trap handler,
checks which trap it is & runs

the specifinder

-

↑
pushes emode &trap number (IDT away index)


